








A Eulogy for Paul Donald Guenther 
Born Wednesday, March 20, 1985                       Died: Saturday, April 24, 2021 

He was 36 years and 35 days old.  A total of 13,184 days. 
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Please bear with me.  I coached Paul’s baseball teams for 4 years.  

When he was 10, after the last game of the season I choked up and 

could not finish thanking the players for their efforts during the 

season.  My assistant coach, Carmen Faia had to pinch hit for me.   

I am going to do the best I can to get through this, but in case I 

cannot, my backup is my very good friend, former college 

roommate, and best man at my wedding, John Hendricks. 

Here goes: 

The last few days have been very difficult and totally unexpected. 

Daria, James, and I are feeling and sharing the pain and loss with our 

family and friends as well as with people we did not know, but who 

knew our Paul. 
 

We have spent several days now, gathering pictures and mementos, 

writing down memories, talking to friends and family about what we 

and they remember of Paul.   
 

The process has started some of the healing, but that still has a long 

way to go.  Reviewing his life in pictures and words has reminded us 

that there has been lot of joy and good times together.  Here are 

some of the things we remembered: 
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Ever since he was an infant, [I]/[Don] would call him, “Tall Paul” or 

just “Tall”.  That encouragement evidently worked well, as he grew 

to be 6’4”. 

Paul and [I]/[Don] shared a lot of characteristics.  Looking at our 

baby pictures, [we]/[they] are almost indistinguishable. 

Paul’s eyes were often closed in many of the photos.  Or he would 

hide his face during the photo. 

A Guenther tradition developed that when unwrapping presents the 

person receiving the gift was to crumble up and throw the 

wrappings at one of the other (sometimes unsuspecting) 

participants.  [I]/[Don] probably started that tradition, but Paul 

embraced and enjoyed perpetuating it. 

When Paul was small and misbehaved, we would put him in a 

timeout.  Typically, this consisted of sitting on the bottom step 

(another Guenther tradition where [I]/[Don]  also spent [my]/[his] 

share of time).  As the period of timeout was about to expire, he 

would frequently say or do something that would cause us to extend 

the timeout. 
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When Paul’s older brother, James was a Cub Scout and then a Boy 

Scout, the whole family would go on the campouts.  Some of them 

were overnight indoor “campins” at the Franklin Institute, 

Philadelphia Zoo, Natural History Museum, and the Camden 

Aquarium.  Paul participated in and enjoyed Cub Scouts but had no 

desire to follow in his brother’s footsteps into Boy Scouts. 

He participated in the EHT PAL program.  First playing touch 

football from ages 9-12.  He enjoyed it so much that he returned the 

next year, this time a coach/counselor. 

Paul grew his hair long in his early teens. [I remember]/[Don 

remembers] watching Paul playing street hockey at rink side and 

hearing the opposing players referring to him as Jesus. 

When Paul was in high school, he told someone that if he could sing, 

he would have played Jesus in Jesus Christ Superstar 

Both Paul and James were modifying and compiling programs while 

in junior high school for [me]/[Don] at [my]/[his] business that 

developed software for casinos.  As they both got older, they were 

creating programs and writing special interfaces for the business. 

While James and Paul were growing up, they would cringe at 

[my]/[Don’s] “Dad” jokes.  After Paul was a young man and would 

tell a “Dad” like joke.  [I]/[Don] would pat him on the back and say, 

“That’s my boy!” 
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These are some of James’ recollections and fondest memories 

growing up: 

Paul and James would play video games for hours.  Super Nintendo 

was a favorite, including Super Mario, Donkey Kong Country, and 

Super Metroid. 

When Nintendo N64 came out Paul and James’ favorites were 

Golden Eye and Perfect Dark.  Paul practiced a lot.  It was so very 

difficult to beat him.  Minor victories felt winning to the to the rest of 

those playing. 

[My]/[Don’s] recollection of videos was that dinner was often 

delayed by, “We can’t stop right now.  It’s in the middle and we can’t 

save it.  Just one more minute.” 

More of James’ memories are: 

Easter Eggs hunts in Pop Pop’s backyard. 

Dying Easter eggs with their cousins. 

Getting up at 5 in the morning on Christmas Day. 

The whole family watching Star Trek Next Generation. 

Ocean City, NJ vacations with the entire extended family 

(Grandparents, parents, aunts, and uncles, and all of the cousins). 

Paul and James getting washed in the large Miska, which is a 

Ukrainian name for the wash basin in the back yard after the beach. 
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Flying kites with Pop Pop (badly). 

Paul liked wearing his Goofy (Disney character) hat. 

Building hay forts at Aunt Gretchen and Uncle Bruce Weikel’s farm.   

For several summers Paul and James would spend a few weeks 

working at the farm during the haying season. 

Uncle Bruce sent us the following text: 

“I always enjoyed visiting with Paul.  He would laugh at my stupid 

jokes.  I was never sure if he thought they were funny or if he just 

wanted to make me feel good!  It was always fun having him stay at 

the farm when he was younger.  Paul was a very good worker and 

seemed to enjoy helping.  It was through these times that he spent at 

the farm that I got to know Paul.  I will always have fond memories 

of Paul and I will miss him!”.  Bruce. 

Daria and [I]/ [Don] watched him grow into a man who was 

intelligent, sweet, kind, helpful, sensitive, gentle, competitive.  He 

loved challenges.  He loved to laugh and had a great sense of humor.  

He was fun-loving.  He was honest, honorable, fair, considerate, and 

loyal.   

He loved us; he loved James. He loved his grandparents, his aunts 

and uncles, he loved his cousins.   

He loved his friends.   
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He loved Stephanie’s sister and brother-in-law and her niece.  He 

loved all her family.   

But above all he loved Stephanie.  She was his number one priority.  

He gave his head, his heart, his body, and his soul for her.  He loved 

her above all else, even above himself.  
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BCDECFCGDHICJEKDEILMCENOEPCOOELIQERLSTEULOEMDEVGHWXCGENIETLUJEYEZCCTEWXLWEWXLWE[WTCEQHCOEIHWEQHE\SO[]CEWHEWXC
]THOCICOOEYEZCTWEUNWXEXNM̂ELOENZEYEXLQE_IHUIEXNMEONI]CEWXCEFCGDEVC̀NIINÌEHZEMDETNZCJERLSTELIQEMDEONOWCĜEaWCbX̂
OWLGWCQEQL[ÌEUXCIEYEULOEWXNGWCCIEDCLGOEHTQ̂EOHEMDEMCMHGNCOEHZELIQEUNWXEXNMEObLIEMDEHTQCGE]XNTQXHHQELIQ
VCDHIQJERLSTEULÔENIEWXCEMHOWEMCLINÌZSTEHZEULDÔEMDEVǸEVGHWXCGJEaHMCHICEYELTULDOEZCTWEYE]HSTQEWLT_EWHELIQEVC
MCWEUNWXELEOMNTĈE_NIQICOÔELIQEVLTLI]CJEBNOETHFĈE]HMbLOONHIEZHGELTTETNFNÌEWXNÌÔELIQEOCIOCEHZE]LTMICOOEGLQNLWCQ
WXGHS̀XEMDETNZĈELIQEWXCETNFCOEHZEWXHOCEXCEWHS]XCQEQSGNÌEXNOE[MCEXCGCEHIEWXNOECLGWXJEBNOEUCC_CIQEFNONWOEZGHM
]HTTC̀ĈELEONcEXHSGEQGNFĈEXHMCEWHEFNONWEaWCbXEdHUCGCQENIWHELE]THOCICOOEVCWUCCIEMDEZLMNTDELIQEXNMELOEUCTT̂EHIC
WXLWEHITDEOWGCÌWXCICQEWXGHS̀XHSWEWXCEDCLGOELIQEWSGICQENIWHEXNMEVC]HMNÌEMDEZLMNTDJEeIQESOETHFNÌEXNOEZLMNTDJ
fXCIEYEULOEDHSÌ ÊYEWXHS̀XWEXCEULOEHICEHZEWXCE]HHTCOŴEZSIINCOŴEOMLGWCOWÈSDOENIEWXCEUHGTQ̂EUXN]XELOENWEWSGIOEHSŴ
YÈGCUESbELIQEg̀SGCQEHSWEWXLWEYEXLbbCICQEWHEVCEGǸXWELVHSWEWXLWJEYEWXHS̀XWEXCEXLQEWXCEMHOWELUCOHMCEWLOWCENI
MSON]̂ELIQEXCEUHSTQEML_CEMCEMNcEWLbCOELIQEhijOEHZELIDWXNÌEXCEWXHS̀XWEYjQETN_CJEBCEUHSTQETCIQELQFN]CEUXCIEY
ICCQCQENŴEXCTbCQEUNWXEXHMCUHG_EUXCIEYELO_CQ̂ELIQECFCIÈLFCEMCEGNQCOEWHEbTL]COEUXCIEYEULOEDHSÌJEYEUNTTEICFCG
ZHG̀CWEHICETLWCEIǸXWEUXCIEXCEbN]_CQEMCESbEZGHMELEZGNCIQjOEXHSOĈELIQEHIEHSGEGHSWCEXHMCELEQCCGE\SMbCQEHSW
ZGHMEWXCEUHHQOELIQEXNWEGǸXWENIWHEXNOE]LGJEkXCENMbL]WETClEWXCEONQCEHZEXNOE]LGEUNWXELEVGH_CIEXCLQTǸXWELIQELE]LFCQENI
ONQCEVSMbCĜEVSWEWXCE]HI]CGIENIEXNOEMNIQEULOEmNZEWXCEQCCGEULOELGHSIQELIQELTGǸXWJEkXLWjOEUXHERLSTEULÔEZHGCFCG
WXNI_NÌEHZEXCTbNÌEHWXCGOELIQEOXHUNÌE]HMbLOONHIELVHFCEXNOEHUIEICCQOELIQEZCCTNÌOJEYEGCMCMVCGEVCNÌELMLnCQ
VDEXHUE]LTMEXCEULÔEWXLWEXCEQNQIjWEVTLMCEMCEZHGEICCQNÌELEGNQĈEVC]LSOĈEYEQNQEZCCTÈSNTWDEWXLWEXCEULOEHITDEWXCGC
VC]LSOCEHZEMCJEBCEXLQELEULDEHZEIHWETCoÌEWXHOCE_NIQEHZEWGHSVTCOENIETNZCELpC]WEXNOE_NIQICOOEWHULGQOEHWXCGOJ�

YEUNTTELTULDOEGCMCMVCGERLSTjOECIWXSONLO[]ECc]NWCMCIWEZHGETNZĈEUXN]XEOXHICEZGHMEXNMENIELTMHOWECFCGDEOCoÌ^
LIQEHZE]HSGOCEMLQCEXNMEWXCÈGCLWCOWESI]TCENIEWXCESINFCGOCJEKDEQLS̀XWCĜEKLQN̂EXLQEMLIDEILMCOEZHGEqI]TC
RLST̂EMHOWEHlCIErqI]HsEHGErkNHEtL]XHsJEBCjQEbL[CIWTDEbTLDEKNIC]GLlEUNWXEKLQNEZHGEXHSGOEUXNTCEWXCDE]XLuCQ
HIEWXCEbXHIĈELIQEWXCEFNGWSLTEUHGTQEWXCDEVSNTWEWH̀CWXCGENIEWXLWÈLMCEGCNIZHG]CQEWXCNGEGCLTEUHGTQETHFCELIQ
VHIQJEvIEhXGNOWMLOEMHGINÌÔEXCEUHSTQEVCE\SOWELOECc]NWCQEbTLDNÌEUNWXEKLQNjOEbGCOCIWOELOEOXCEULÔELIQEYEUNTT
]XCGNOXEWXCEMCMHGNCOEWXNOEbLOWE]XGNOWMLOEUXCIEUCELTTEObCIWEXHSGOEbTLDNÌETLOCGEWL̀ Ê]XLONÌECL]XEHWXCG
HSWONQCELIQENIONQCEWXCEXHSOCJEwFCGDHICEULIWCQEWHEVCEHIERLSTjOEWCLM̂EVC]LSOĈELOEDHSELTTE_IHÛEXCEULO
NI]GCQNVTCELWECFCGDWXNÌEXCEQNQJEmeOELÈNLIŴEDHSjQEWXNI_EXCjQEVCELIECLONCGEWLG̀CWEWHEXNWJExSWEXNOELGMDEGHTTOEL]GHOO
MDEQNINÌEGHHMEdHHGELIQEZLOWEGCdCcCOEMLQCENŴEmyz{|}̂ENMbHOONVTCEWHEUNIEL̀LNIOWEXNMJEeIHWXCGEMCMHGDEWXLW
O[]_OEHSWENIEMDEMNIQ̂EULOEUXCIEKLQNEXLQÈHuCIELEOCWEHZEO[TWOEZHGEhXGNOWMLOJEfCEULT_CQEQHUIEWHEWXCEVN_C
bLWXEWHEbTLDEUNWXEWXCM̂ELIQ̂EHZE]HSGOĈERLSTEULIWCQELEWSGIJEaHEXCGCEUCEXLQELIELTGCLQDEWHUCGNÌE~EZHHWE�ENI]X
ǸLIŴEVSGTDEMLÎE\SOWEULT_NÌEWXGHS̀XEtHGWXgCTQEHIEO[TWÔEHIEhXNOWGMLÔEWXCELQQN[HILTEWUHEZCCWEHZEXCǸXW
WHWLTTDESIIC]COOLGDJEfCEObCIWEXHSGOEWXLWECFCINÌ ÊULW]XNÌEKLQNEWCOWEWXCMEHSŴE]HSI[ÌEXCGE\SMbOEHIELEbH̀H
O[]_̂ELIQEYEGCMCMVCGEWXNI_NÌENIEWXHOCEMHMCIWOEXHUETS]_DEUCELGCEWHEXLFCEOHMCHICEOHEbL[CIŴEOHE_NIQ̂EOH
XLbbDEWHE\SOWEVĈEWXCGCEUNWXESOJ

eOEYjMEOSGCEDHSELTTE_IHÛERLSTEZHSIQÈTNMMCGOEHZEXSMHGENIELIDWXNÌELIQECFCGDWXNÌENIETNZCJEYWEQNQIjWECFCIEWL_C
XNMEVCNÌELEQLQEWHEXLFCECIQTCOOErQLQ�\H_COsENIEXNOEGCObHIOCÔEUXN]XELTULDOEMLQCECFCGDHICELGHSIQEXNMETLS̀X
LIQEZCCTEXLbbDJEYEGCMCMVCGELO_NÌEXNMEHICE[MCEUXCGCENIEWXCEUHGTQEQHCOEXCEWXNI_ESbELTTEHZEXNOEQLQE\H_CÔELIQ
UNWXHSWEMNOONÌELEVCLWEXCEWSGICQEWHEMCELIQEOLNQ̂ErYEbSTTEWXCMELTTEZGHMEMDEQLQ�EL�EVLOĈEHZE]HSGOCsJEvGEXHUEHI
RLSTELIQEaWCbXjOEUCQQNÌEIǸXWEUCEUCIWEWHEWXCE]LONIHEWHE]CTCVGLWCELlCGULGQOJEYIEWXCEXHWCTEGHHM̂ERLSTEbSTTCQ
HSŴETN_CELE����EVHuTCEHZE]XLMbL̀ICEWXLWEXNOE]HUHG_CGOEXLQÈNlCQEXNMJEYE]LIjWEGC]LTTEUXHEL]]NQCIWLTTDEObNTTCQ
WXCNGE]XLMbL̀ICÈTLOOELTTEHFCGEWXCÈTLOOEQCO_ENIEWXCEXHWCTEGHHM̂EVSWENIOWCLQEHZEZGSOWGL[HIEHGEQNOLbbHNIWMCIŴEY
GCMCMVCGERLSTETLS̀XNÌEXDOWCGN]LTTDELIQEONbXHINÌEWXCEZLI]DE]XLMbL̀ICESbEWXGHS̀XELE]HpCCEOWGLUEO[GGCGJEBC
ULOEOSIOXNICEWHEMCJEkLT_NÌEWHEXNMETClELEULGMICOOENIEMDEXCLGWE\SOWELOEWXCEOSIOEGLDOETCLFCEHIEWXCEO_NIELlCGEL
XHWEOSMMCGEQLDJEBNOÈCIWTCEOSbbHGWELIQE]LTMNÌEbGCOCI]CEVGHS̀XWEOHEMS]XEXLbbNICOOELIQETǸXWENIWHELTTEHZEHSG
TNFCOJEeIQEYEXHbCEWHE]LGGDEXNOETǸXWEUNWXNIEMDEXCLGŴEZHGELTTEMDEQLDOJ
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